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Plasticity and Individuation 
 

  

 
 
We wish to continue our journey within the proposition opened in Berlin: 
  

‘The mind is soft, plastic and in becoming’ 
 

And to place on the table a Paradox and a Statement which are both arising within the 
proposition:  
 



Paradox of open-ended-ness -  how can plasticity and individuation (difference) co-exist? 
 
Exploration requires a plasticity of medium/mind - yet ongoing exploration builds traces (for 
example memory) and thus, eventually Form takes over the Plasticity of medium, changing 
the dynamics, closing and reducing options for malleability. On the other hand, individuation 
requires difference, yet any difference will be corrupted in a plastic medium across time (i.e. 
change). 
How are we to rise beyond this mutual neutralization?  

 
 

Statement -  “the project of the Self did not yet begin” 
 

 
Discussion  
Along a process of discovery, the aggregation of knowledge (I know/I am something) gradually 
structures the space (like writing on a board originally empty). Structure takes over the event of 
‘coming to know’ and by that the potency of the event is gradually reduced over time. At the 
same time, we experience how structured form (of knowledge/of identity) loses its power in time, 
and does not provide any longer a difference with which to orchestrate autopoietic actions - for 
example specific motivators usually work over limited periods of time. 
 
Dynamics of form and process are proposed here as universal. Tectonic movements are a 
powerful example of underlying processes that influence a visible landscape, any emerging form 
(i.e. a mountain, a river) for how solid and immutable is the outcome of ongoing processes. The 
process gives origin to the form and continue to influence it along time. The form on the other 
hand, once it emerged - even if out of a random fluctuation, influences and contain (enslaves) 
the process (i.e.: a mountain will continue to provide a point for the release of underground 
pressure, and grow more and faster than its surrounding - maintaining a similar skyline - until 
catastrophe will reshuffle the cards).  
 
The dynamics of form and process in a mind, if left unexamined, are strongly regulated by 
vectors of imperatives, needs and motives, patterns of resource management and catalysts 
(whether external triggers or internal alteration of conditions). Both form and process when this 
is the case, serve functional goals of wide systems (whether the organism imperatives, the 
social system norms and expectations, or the individual social identity) and tend towards 
minimum friction and minimum expenditure on the way to such goals. 
 
The plastic medium will adapt reducing complexity (and economizing resources) and in time this 
means a radical change in the dynamics at play, and thus a radical change in the  character  of 
the mind. For example, a significant reduction in potency, possibilities and opportunities for 
consciously occupying the mind in any direction.  



 
A stable contour may coalesce between the known and the unknown, where the unknown is 
suddenly categorized as not being part of the system. Thus, the spectrum of possible 
interactions with life is limited and the interface for exploration is reduced.  
 
With this we are hinting that the reality of mind - as soft, plastic and in becoming - is not entirely 
independent of the circumstances of the observer but rather very much influenced by it. This is 
an indissoluble aspect of viewing ourselves as the ‘authors and products’ of our mind. Plasticity 
can drift to rigidity with our action or non-action, and vice versa. 
 
We must come to know the qualities of mind (currently our medium of navigation) in order to be 
able to make them ours, cultivate them, own them and re-occupy them in a relevant direction. 
Simultaneously one cannot forget that a great part of the dynamics of form and process, known 
and unknown are mostly strung-up far from the reach of the individual. Collective narratives and 
wide systems global goals are main players in this arena, until we create the means to requisite 
the space (Occupy the Mind). 
 
Thus, the statement of the lab: “The project of the self did not yet begin”.  
 
The self as a dynamic contour, individually directed and occupied with the sense-making 
process, for all practical purposes did not yet begin  . 1

  
***** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 See as a reference the documentary - the century of the Self. 



 
 
  The Case with Technology 
 

 
 
We are continuously dressing our environment (and ourselves) with technology, it is part of what 
we are. It accompanies the ongoing drivers of human activities, to make them more efficient or 
effective, powerful or accessible, fast or seamless. The question of its introduction in our lives is 
almost trivial, how not? And still, investigating which dynamics are the different technologies 
serving is a great way to reflect upon where are we ‘taking ourselves’ with it and at large. 
Current technologies, in order to achieve relevant means and funds, are reaching us mostly via 
wide networks and upon the logic of markets and production.  
 
What are the implications for a literacy of mind? 
  
 



 
 
Video  –  Amazon Echo look 
Article:   “No one is original anymore, not even you. 
By   Kyle Chayka 
  
Quote from First Section:  The Seeing Robot 
  
The camera is a small, white, curvilinear monolith on a pedestal. Inside its smooth casing are a                 

microphone, a speaker, and an eye-like lens. After I set it up on a shelf, it tells me to look                    
straight at it and to  be sure to smile ! The light blinks and then the camera �lashes. A                  
head-to-toe picture appears on my phone of a view I’m only used to seeing in large mirrors:                 
me, standing awkwardly in my apartment, wearing a very average weekday out�it. The             
background is blurred like evidence from a crime scene. It is not a �lattering image. 

  
Amazon’s  Echo Look , currently available by invitation only but also on eBay, allows you to take                

hands-free sel�ies and evaluate your fashion choices. “Now Alexa helps you look your best,”              
the product description promises. Stand in front of the camera, take photos of two different               
out�its with the Echo Look, and then select the best ones on your phone’s Echo Look app.                 
Within about a minute, Alexa will tell you which set of clothes looks better, processed by                
style-analyzing algorithms and some assistance from humans. So I try to �ind my most              
stylish out�it, swapping out shirts and pants and then posing stif�ly for the camera. I shout,                
“Alexa, judge me!” but apparently that’s unnecessary. 

  
What I discover from the Style Check™ function is as follows: All-black is better than all-gray.                

Rolled-up sleeves are better than buttoned at the wrist. Blue jeans are best. Popping your               
collar is actually good. Each out�it in the comparison receives a percentage out of 100: black                
clothes score 73 percent against gray clothes at 27 percent, for example. But the              
explanations given for the scores are indecipherable. “The way you styled those pieces looks              
better,” the app tells me. “Sizing is better.” How did I style them? Should they be bigger or                  
smaller? 

  
The Echo Look won’t tell you why it’s making its decisions. And yet it purports to show us our ideal                    

style, just as algorithms like Net�lix recommendations, Spotify Discover, and Facebook and            
YouTube feeds promise us an ideal version of cultural consumption tailored to our personal              
desires. In fact, this promise is inherent in the technology itself: Algorithms, as I’ll loosely               
de�ine them, are sets of equations that work through machine learning to customize the              
delivery of content to individuals, prioritizing what they think we want, and evolving over              
time based on what we engage with. 

  
Confronting the Echo Look’s opaque statements on my fashion sense, I realize that all of these                

algorithmic experiences are matters of taste: the question of what we like and why we like                

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X_fP4pPWPw
https://www.amazon.com/Amazon-Echo-Look-Camera-Style-Assistant/dp/B0186JAEWK
https://www.racked.com/authors/kyle-chayka
https://www.racked.com/authors/kyle-chayka
https://go.redirectingat.com/?id=66960X1514733&xs=1&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FAmazon-Echo-Look-Camera-Style-Assistant%2Fdp%2FB0186JAEWK
https://go.redirectingat.com/?id=66960X1514733&xs=1&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FAmazon-Echo-Look-Camera-Style-Assistant%2Fdp%2FB0186JAEWK


it, and what it means that taste is increasingly dictated by black-box robots like the camera                
on my shelf. 

(...)  
 
Link to rest of the article:  
https://www.racked.com/2018/4/17/17219166/fashion-style-algorithm-amazon-echo-look 
  
Question: 
 
What are the consequences of outsourcing aspects of reflectivity? 
 
What can we learn from realizing how AI algorithms are proposed to us as best solutions for 
one’s reflective processes? And how are they already taking part in humanity’s reflective 
narratives? 
  
Assuming for a moment that ‘Alexa Look’ works (which is in itself a discussion) - In the 
immediacy it provides a sense of relief, it reduces uncomfortability and uneasiness, diminishing 
reflective intensity, and as if it mitigates mistakes. It also probably can shorten time windows 
efficiently when our minds do not have the space nor the time to invest in reflective processes. 
In principle it makes us all (as if) more cool and good looking - after all it is only style, a 
superficial endeavor, or is it?  
 
Inevitably, the resulting profile suggested to us, being a ‘solution’ that bends towards settlement 
- the resting place of the algorithm - it gradually eliminates experimentation, it hides the 
challenge from immediacy, eliminating the eruption of unpredictable arousals and unwanted 
surprises. This per-se’ is not necessarily different than what is already taking place via social 
and cultural systems and means, yet with technology it becomes ever more transparent and 
homogeneously distributed. “Alexa is efficiently chasing the Platonic ideal….” for us all. 
 
Yet is Taste indeed a superficial endeavor? does it have repercussions at deeper levels? Does it 
influence the delicate dynamic balance between form and process - towards plasticity? Towards 
crystallization? Towards individuation?  
 
The take-over of taste refinement and decision-making processes by algorithms aims somehow 
to contain unpredictability and mistakes, to reduce surprise and challenge, yet there is a 
correlation between these haphazardous aspects and the open-ended, eventful 
thought-sensation, ripe with the improbable. 
 
For how minimal one may consider the intrusion, it does open a door to hastily reinforced 
contours (less softness) based on the few parameters an algorithm can process - for example 
history, friends, commercial categories and so on. The minimal intrusion can easily end up 
promoting a narrowing down of the processes through which individuation can unfold.  
 

https://www.racked.com/2018/4/17/17219166/fashion-style-algorithm-amazon-echo-look
https://www.racked.com/2018/4/17/17219166/fashion-style-algorithm-amazon-echo-look


Beyond that, at the business level, clearly the interests of producing such algorithms have to do 
with predictions of markets and sales. For example in this case, if the company can individuate 
a number of main categories of preferred style among its clients via the AI app, then it will 
produce merchandise in correspondence. The result is that even the aspect of surprise, that 
erupts from interaction between seeking individuals on one side and experimenting creatives on 
the other, aims to be extinguished to avoid the financial risk of producing a collection that no one 
buys. Lock-ins, will thus kind of be enforced both from the side of availability and of reflectivity. A 
revolving door, which, once we projects such minimal AI intrusions- coupled with markets on 
wide scales and territory, risks leading to a less plastic mind at large. 
 
Points to be checked on “where are we taking ourselves” by outsourcing reflectivity:  
 
➢ reinforcement of contours - (what is that you like, eventually what is that you are) 
➢ stable pattern/repetition, categorization/reduction - lock-ins 
➢ basing knowledge on the time-line inevitably anchors the ‘I’ of the user in a continuous 

and known history - coherency becomes a trap rather than a process of individuation 
 
 

 
 


